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1. I TRODUCTION

i1.1 Rackground

An experimental investigation by the Harry Diamond Laboratories
(HDL) has shown the feasibility of inductive loop coupling for remote
set fuzing.* This was accomplished by feeding an ac signal into a
"sending" coil wrapped around the body of an LAU6IA Rocket Launcher and
noting the signal level at the output of a "receiving" coil wrapped
around the base of an M429 fuze that was mounted on a 2.75-in. rocket
warhead in one of the rocket tubes. By introducing axial slots in the
rocket tube and the fuze base, the resulting output was sufficient to
provide primary power and a coded (fuze-mode setting) signal to operate
the fuze circuitry.

Since there is considerable interest in the remote-set concept,
a- analytical investigation was undertaken to

(1) find an equivalent circuit electrical model of the
inductively-coupled remote set design which could be
used to verify the observed performance, and

(2) aid in prediction of the effects of configuration
changes on the receiving (oil output voltage.

T wo approaches to the problem of describing a model were
considered. One was to propose an equivalent electrical circuit from a
study of the physical configuration, and then attempt to verify the
resulting proposed model by using measurement techniques (see app A for
measuremenc details). A second possible approach is to describe the
physical configuration in terms of boundary conditions of Maxwell's
equations and obtain the solutions. The former, empirical, approach
was selected. The second approach, although more general, is not
timely and practical at this writing. In the future, a more rigorous
solution may be desired; thus, the problem has been defined by Orval
Cruzan in appendix B.

The portion of the rocket launcher system selected for analysis
was a slotted, aluminum rocket tube with the sending coil wound around
the tube and over the slot, and a slotted aluminum model of an M429
fuze base with a receiving coil wound around it and over its slot.
This configuration is shown in figure 1.

The equivalent circuit postulated was a link-coupled circuit'

(see fig. 2) where the sending coil was the primary circuit, the
aluminum rocket tube was represented by a link coupling coil, and the

*This investigation was made by Edward T. Spielman at the Harry

Diamond Laboratories in 1973.
IFrederick E. Terman, Radio Engin2eers Handbook (McGraw-Hill, N.Y.

.1943), p. 128.
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RECEIVING COIL

SENDING COIL

FUZE I ROCKET TUBE
BASE I CUTAWAY VIEW

ROCKET I I

, I i SLOT IN
/ u ! I I ROCKET TUBE

Figure 1. Basic inductive coupled physical
configuration (cutaway view).

M3

Lp _.-M 1  L, L2  - -* L

SENDING ROCKET RECEIVING
:-COIL TUBE COIL
i(PRIMARY) (LINK (SECONDARY)

CIRCUIT)

}: Figure 2. Basic equivalent circuit.

; / /receiving coil was the secondary circuit. (Electrically non-conducting
!; rocket launcher tubes, such as paper used in the LAU-3 launcher family,
, or corner-drawn fiber glass developed by the Naval Surface Weapons

Center, formerly the Naval Ordnance Laboratory, would obviate the linki! i circuit, and the simpler primary and secondary winding equivalent

• circuit can be used. 2 ) This three-coil circuit was further reduced to
a more conventional primary and secondary equivalent circuit with

£ [ inductive mutual coupling. The circuit elements of the reduced coupled

~ 2joint Munitions Effectiveness Manual, Air-to-Surface Weapons
i.ICharacteristics Handbook (JMEM) Change 5, 29 December 1972

, (confidential).
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circuit were determined experimentally and verified to within
reasonable values. The equivalent circuit thus developed can be used

(1) to explain the inductive coupling operation, and

(2) in combination with empirically derived functions as
a design aid.

Thus, the stated objectives of the report were substantially realized.

1.2 Summary

An experimental design demonstrating the ability to remotely

select one of several fuze modes (i.e., PD, proximity or time) by
inductive coupling was analyzed. The configuration analyzed was a
sending coil wound around a 3-in.-diameter aluminum rocket tube for a
2.75-in. rocket warhead, and a receiving coil wound around the aluminum
base of an M429 fuze mounted in a 2.75-in. rocket warhead.

Ordinarily, the signal strength with the configuration
described would be impracticable because of the shielding effect of the
rocket tube intervening between the two windings. The addition of
slots under the coils, in the rocket tube, and in the warhead base
makes the inductive coupling concept practicable. The analysis was
accomplished by proposing and verifying an equivalent three-winding
tandem-coupled circuit (where the rocket tube was represented by the
intermediate "link" circuit). The proposed equivalent circuit was
obtained from consideration of electromagnetic field theory principles.
The equivalent three-winding circuit was then reduced to a two winding
equivalent circuit using circuit theory techniques. Electronic
measurement techniques were then applied to obtain the component values
of the equivalent circuit from the physical ccnfiguration.*
Verification of the model was accomplished by finding the coupling
coefficient "M" to be constant over a wide frequency range where the
output voltage was maximized by using different external capacitors to
resonate the output circuit. Then, using the value of M thus
determined, the frequency response of the circuit was measured with a
fixed value of output capacitance. The resulting frequency response
obtained was found to be within instrument accuracy of that predictable
from the assumed equivalent circuit. It was determined that the
equivalent circuit developed could be used as a qualitative aid in
understanding the effects of external circuit changes on the voltage
transfer characteristics. The limitation of the approach used is that
it cannot be directly used to create a paper design. Further work

*Measurement techniques are presented in appendix A.
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would be necessary to obtain empirical curves that would describe the
effects of physical configuration changes (e.g., wire size, size and
number of slots, relative axial position of sending and receiving
coils, etc). A purely theoretical approach was outlined using a
theoretic-numeric technique for the simple case of a single rocket tube
with idealized parameters. The additional complexity of this
theoretical method, when considering possible effects of adjacent
rocket tubes, suggests that the equivalent circuit technique (wherein
the effects of adjacent rocket tubes are included in the measurement)
is the better approach at present.

2. PROPOSED MODEL

A simplified equivalent circuit of 'he basic physical configuration
in figure 1 is shown as the circuit in figure 3, where the primary
circuit represents the sending coil, the intermediate or link circuit
represents the rocket tube, and the secondary circuit represents the
receiving coil.

Cp and CS represent the stray capacitances across the sending and
ieceiving coils, respectively. The "conducting-shield"1 effect of the
rocket tube results in a negligible value for M3, as explained further
in section 4, so that M3 can be neglected as a first-order
approximation. M1  is the inductive coupling factor from sending coil
to rocket tube, and M2 represents the inductive coupling between the
rocket tube slot and the receiving coil. Measurements of the magnitude
of resistance reflected from the rocket tube are below the accuracy of
the instrumentation so that RT, which represents the finite

< conductivity of the rocket tube, can be neglected. The simplified
equivalent circuit with these approximations is shown in figure 4.

M3

I RT

r I Rp RS I

I Lp Ls

Figure 3. Equivalent electrical circuit model.

lFrederick E. Terman, Radio Engineers Handbook (McGraw-Hill, N.Y.
1943, p. 128.
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Finally, the circuit in figure 4 can be reduced to a working
analytical model from which measurements of the proposed circuit
elements can be made and from which the mo.el can be exercised for
verification and limitations by noting the voltage transfer
characteristics. The .nodel, shown in figure 5, absorbs the effects of
the link winding into the primary and secondary coils as illustrated,
and as seen in equations (a), (b), and (c).1

0 0

I Rp RS

L, L?Lp LS- -- M -- - L

Figure 4. Simplified link coupled circuit.

SRp Rs

0 M

where
M M2

(I - 2OL L (b)
L~j L 1 Leq S I + L2

MM
and M Z (c)

L I I

where MI, M?, I 2, L L and are from [igure 4.

Figure 5. Working model of the equivalent circuit.

'Frederick E. Terman, Radio Enqinee,--rs Handbook (McGraw-ill, N.Y.
1 ,

: , M
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3. PHYSICAL RATIONALE FOR MODEL

Although an exact, general model for the inductively-coupled system
was determined to be impracticable to develop at present, some attempt

at a qualitative explanation seems appropriate.

The principles of operation for the model rationale were determined
by an intuitive reasoning, application of Faraday's induction law,
which states that a changing magnetic field will produce an

electromotive force and Lenz's law, which states that the direction of
an induced emf is such as to oppose the cause producing it.3 The

important fact is tha- energy is inductively coupled from the sending
coil to the receiving coil in useful quantity, notwithstanding the

conducting shield effect of the intervening rocket tube, when the
rocket tube is slotted.

From Faraday's induction law, it is seen that an emf and current

will be induced in the rocket tube when an ac voltage is applied to the

sending coil. The induced current in the rocket tube will flow

parallel to the turns of the sending coil and generate a magnetic field
in opposition to the magnetic field of the sending coil. This effect
reduces the number of effective flux linkages through the sending coil
and subsequently the receiving coil. The effects of reduced fl'x

linkages are manifested by a reduction of the sending coil self-
inductance from that of the air core case. More importantly, for the

remote set application, coupling between the sending and receiving
coils is reduced, since inductance and mutual inductance are both

directly proportional to the number of flux linkages produced by the
current in the sending coil. Referring to figure 3, where the link
circuit is the only portion of the circuit derived somewhat
unconventionally, the operation is summarized as follows: The induc-
tive coupling M1 represents the measure of inductive coupling between
the sending coil. and the rocket tube (see fig. 5). It tends to reduce
the effective sending coil inductance L since,

eq

2

The inductive coupling factor M, represents the energy exchange between

the rocket tube and receiving coil. It results (as explained below)

from the current flowing around the slot. The direct, inductive

coupling between the sending coil and receiving coil is effected by the

relatively few linkages through the rocket tube represented by M .

tSee appendix B for a suggested approach to a theoretical solution.
3Sears and Zemansky, University Physics Part 2, ElectricitV and

Optics (Addison-Wesley Press, 1952).
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The factor M, is negligible because of the conducting shield effect,
which attenuates the energy by 8.69 a/d dB where a/d is the ratio of
the conductor thickness to the skin depth (the distance from the
surface at which the current density has dropped by 63.2 percent). For
the configuration under study: an aluminum rocket tube with a = 0.052
in. wall thickness at about 150 kHz giving a skin depth of d = 0.009
in., the predicted attenuation is greater than 50 dB.

When one or mcre slots are cut parallel to the axis common to the
coils and rocket tube, the flux linkages affecting the sending coil
inductance

/ 2\
MI

LL -eq p LI + L2

and the sending coil to receiving coil mutual inductance

M IM M 2 ), Al (M LI + L2/

are increased (see fig. 5). A reasonable physical conception of the
slot effect can be obtained with the aid of figure 6.

The current induced in the rocket tube I is represented by six
RT"current filaments," which normally would flow parallel to the sending

coil (perpendicular to the length of the slot). As they approach the

slot they divide into two equal groups of three current filaments. The
currents then flow around the slot. Techniques for the mapping of
fluid flow (which is analogous to current flow) 5 indicate a bunching of
the current filaments as they pass by the slot. The magnetic intensit.y
vector HD , resulting from the current flowing by the slot, causes flux
linkages between the rocket tube and the receiving coil, thereby
overcoming the conductive shieldin effect. The quantity M2 and conse-
quentiy,

M 1 M2
M=

is influenced by ID. Magnetic intensity vectors IfA' H B and H are used
to help illustratethe effect of the curving current filaments on the
sending coil inductance Leq. The implication is that the reduction in

F'rederick E. Terman, Electronic and Radio Engineering, (McGraw
Hill, 1955), p. 36.

5Walter E. Rogers, Electric Fields (McGraw Hill, 1954).
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" RT=  11 12

HHA

H
GENERATED BY
SENDING COIL

SLO

L? C

Figure 6. Magnetic intensity vectors and current
flow model around slot.

Leq is not as great as it would be with noncurving filaments (i.e.,

without the slot) since cancellation of flux lines from the sending

coil is not as great with current filaments curving around the slot.

It will also be noted that with the slot, M1  is decreased (because of

the misalignment of H with HB and HC) and
i Mi M2

LLI -1 L2

indicates an increase in L • Measurements show a 20-percent increase
(from 2.5 to 3.0 UIl), in Le  measurement after introducing a slot in

the rocket tube. Measureme ts also show an increase of more than 20 dBt in (the overall coupling coefficient) M after the slot is introduced.
From this it is apparent that the effect of the increase in M2  more

than compensates for the decrease in MI, since,

M M

t El L,

When the number of slots was increased from one to two to four, there

was a corresponding increase in M by factors of 1 (reference) to 1.45

to 1.88 respectively, which suggests a possible linear relationship

between M and the number of slots. Widening the vertical dimension of

a single slot from 0.030 to 0.475 in. increased M by a factor of 1.64.

Since only two widths were tried, no relation other than an increase in

M is suggested by the results at present. Neither is there a good

I i



basis for a relation between number of slots and slot width on the
effect of M. The effect of slot length was shown in a previous
investigation at HDL* to increase M with increasing slot length. In
order to obtain better relationships on the effect of slot physical
characteristics, another experiment or a mathematical solution of the
boundary value problem would be necessary.

4. VERIFICATION OF MODEL

The following procedure was used to verify the model. First, the
key circuit operation parameters (E /E. , M) and electrical elementsli out in
(R, C, and L) were identified. Next, the necessary simplifying
assumptions were made as described in the development of the working
equivalent circuit. Measurements of the quantities involved were then
made using the physical circuit configuration. Finally, the model was
exercised by varying certain quantities and observing the originally
measured and calculated values for consistency.

The assumed circuit element values of Rp, Leq, RS, Lgq and CS were
determined using the test techniques outlined in appendix A. The value
of Cp was found to be negligibly small and in any event was eliminated
as a consequence of the low impedance (approximately 2 Q) voltage
source placed across it at the input of th- sending coil. An
equivalent circuit derived from figure 5, and shown in figure 7, can be
used in describing the verification procedure.

/ I

Rs  Ls Rs L eq

Rp+ j2M Rp+(Lp) R +(wLp) 2

- Rp+jwULeq Eut

Figure 7. Equivalent output circuit.

As a result of the relatively low coupling between input and output
circuits, R and 1, in figure 7 were found to be negligible. The value
of M was calculated from measurements of E /E (complex) at its peak

9out in

*ThLs investigation was made by Edward '. Spielman at the Harry

Diamno'id Laboratories.
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magnitude, which occurred at about 182 kHz, and equation (1) which was
derived from figure 7 with R' and L' set to zero.

M Eout/E i Y× [RP + jwLej l Cs[Rs + j(wLe - I/wCs'" (1)

Me.surements and calculations were then made at other frequencies and
with several different values of external capacitance to show constancy
in the value of M. At frequencies betwee, 100 and 200 kHz the
magnitude of M stayed within 15 percent of I pH at phase angles between
182 and 195 deg (as shown in table I).

Ideally, m should be constant and real (i.e., the phase angle
should be 0 or 180 deg, depending on the terminal connection polarity).
This requirement has been reasonably met (with a bias of about +10 deg
in phase angle) considering the possibilities for error accumulation
when applied to the several electrical quantities measured. See
appendix A for measurement techniques and table I for the effects of
slight variation in some of the measured values on the magnitude and
phase angle of the calculated mutual inductance.

Arbitrarily fixing the value of M at 0.89 OH (the average value of
M calculated at E /Ei max), calculations of Eout/Ein (magnitude andout inphase) were made over a range of frequencies between 110 and 200 kHz
using equation No. (1), and compared with a corresponding set of
measured values taken with CS constant at 225 pF (the sum of the
receiving circuit distributed capacitance and phase meter capacitance).
The calculated values of Eout/Ein (phase and maqnitude) were again close
enough to verify the model (see fig. 8) for the calculated versus
measured values of the magnitude response and figure 9 for the phase
response.

The values of M1 , M2 , L1 , and L2 were indeterminate using the
methods described herein. In order to determine these values and thus
completely describe the equivalent circuit of figure 4, either the
boundary value problem described in appendix B must be solved, or more
involved test techniques will have to be developed to extract the
undetermined values. The working model is useful, however, as
described in section 5.

5. APPLICATION OF THE EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT

The equivalent circuit developed (see fig. 4) can be used as a
qualitative design aid in understanding the effects of external circuit
changes on the voltage transfer characteristics. With some
limitations, quantitative effects can be predicted using the working
model of figure 5. As an example, the input loading effects can be
predicted once the circuit elements (fig. 5) are known. Similarly, the

. output frequency reponse can be calculated with the additional
knowledge of the load impedance connected across CS.

14
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Figure 8. Calculated versus measured values of
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Knowledge of the equivalent circuit configuration will aid in
making judgments regarding sending and receiving circuit design goals.
For example, the effects of double tuning techniques on bandwidth can
be assessed. Unfortunately, much of the design would be empirical
because equations cannot be used to obtain an initial "paper" design.
This is true because analytical solutions for the "conducting shield"
effects on inductances and coupling are unavailable at this time.

However, empirical design techniques can be used in combination
with the equivalent circuit knowledge to accomplish a design. As an
example, the sending coil can be designed by constructing several coils
with the same configuration (e.g., single layer of No. 20 AWG copper
wire) but with each coil having a different number of turns.* The
values of Leq, Cp, Rp and M can then be determined experimentally for
each of the coils and curves plotted. The resulting parametric plots
can be interpolated to predict the characteristics of coils with
intermediate numbers of turns. The equivalent circuit (fig. 5) can
then be used to predict loading and frequencyresponse characteristics.
Other parameters would, of course, need to be investigated in a similar
manner to completely optimize the coupling system. Some other
prominent parameters would be slot dimensions and frequency of
operation.

6. CONCLUSIONS

An appreciable amount of electrical energy can be inductively

coupled from a coaxially wound coil into an electrically conducting
rocket tube when a slot is cut in the tube surface parallel to the
cylindrical axis. By consideration of Faraday's law of induced emf,
and Kirchoff's and Ohm's laws of current flow, it is seen that currents
induced in the rocket tube by the sending coil's magnetic field flow in
directions around the slot, creating a magnetic field that links the
turns of the receiving coil inside the rocket tube. The "slot magnetic
field," compared with the magnetic field from the currents in the
rocket tube surface, is relatively unaffected by the conducting-shield
effect of the rocket tube. These considerations suggest a three-coil
tandem, coupled (inductive) circuit as a basic model. When the
equivalent electrical parameters of the circuit are measured, the
input-output characteristics of the coupling system are predictable.
Thus, a basic explanation of the coupling operation and a design aid
are available for the inductively coupled remote set fuzing
configuration.

To obtain a more generalized analytical solution of the problem, an
extended effort must be made using boundary value solutions to
Maxwell's equations.

*2his procedure was suggested by Ralph G. Moore of )1DL.

17
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APPENDIX A--MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

A-I. Measurement Objectives

The methods and techniques used to extract the circuit quantities
were sufficiently peculiar to warrant documentation for future
reference. The object of the measurements was to identify the circuit
element values of the equivalent circuit working model (sect 3, fig. 5)
and to use them in further measurements to verify the accuracy of the
model.

Figure A-I is a schematic representition of t.ie coupling system
from which the measurement philosophy can be examined.

Most of the measurements were made with a Hewlett-Packard
- 3575A-type phase meter and a frequency counter.

:: "Rp Rs

0 M

Cp# Leq Leq # Cs

0 A 0 i I __o
Figure A-i. Schematic diagram of the coupling system.

A-2. Sending Circuit Measurements

(Leq '

The primary measurements Leq and Rp where Leq consists of the
V [inductive effects of the sending coil, intrinsic inductance were made

using the connection shown in figure A-2.

" ' I ZB I

FIXED Rp
AE E B  Cp-1

I Leq

Figure A-2. Primary measurement circuit.

19
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First, C was determined to have negligible effect by determining

Zs  [EB/(EB - EA) /10] and noticing that for frequencies in the range

of interest (between 100 and 200 kHz) determined by the self-resonant

frequency (182 kHz) of the receiving coil circuit, Im(ZL)/2rf was

constant at 3.5 VH, so that Leq was set to 3.5 VH. Re(ZB) was constant

at approximately 0.5 Q, so that R was set to 0.5 Q.

A-3. Receiving Circuit Measurements

(L eq, CS , RS)

The receiving circuit quantities were obtained using the connection
of figure A-3 by connecting several (theoretically, only two are
necessary) values of external capacitance C across the receiving
circuit output terminals and adjusting signal generator frequency to
resonance by maximizing Eout. Coupling energy into the receiving
circuit by induction is equivalent to placing a generator in series
with the inductance, resistance and distributed capacitance of the
receiving circuit so that series resonance was accomplished. It is
important to use series rather than parallel resonance (commonly used)
for a direct estimate of the elements L' and C_ since, in this case,- ,eq
the circuit Q of the receiving circuit was less than 10 (approximately
3.5 because of the eddy current effect of the fuze base) where the peak
voltage and zero power factor do not occur at the same frequency. This
low Q situation would invalidate the technique used here for a parallel
circuit where the approximation that o2 =/(LC) holds for Q around 10
or more. The distributed capacitance CS was then calculated using

equation (A-l).

C2(f2/f1) 2 - C1Cs = - (ff)(A-)
S [ (f2/f1)2]

% RECEIVING
CIRCUIT

' SENDING ROCKET
EIN CIRCUIT TUBE EXT I

EXTERNALI
CAPACITORI

Figure A-3. Connection for measurements of L' and C.
eq o

1Electronic Measurements, Second Edition, Ternan & Pettit,
McGraw-Hill Book Inc., (1952) p 100.
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The inductance L' was then calculated from,
eq

L' - /[4ir 2 f 2
1 (C1 + CS)] (A-2)eq

where CI, C 2 are any two values of external capacitance and fl and f2
are the corresponding resonant frequencies.

Theoretically, L~q would be expected to vary from the effect of the
eddy currents induced in the aluminum fuze base around which the
receiving coil was wound, by a factor of -M2RF/LFB, which is the
effective inductance reflected into the coil from the fuze base. m
is th mutual inductance between the receiving coil and fuze base and
L the fuze base inductance. The experimental data resulting from
FB

equation (A-2), however, show the inductance to be practically constant
at L'q = 3.5 mi! throughout the frequency range. The distributed capac-
itance thus determined was 192 pF when the output capacitance of the
phase meter measured independentlyl of 33 pF was acounted for. The
33 pF was of necessity connected across the 192 pF of distributed
capacitance throughout the tests, so that the minimum value of CS was
225 pP with the phase meter connected.

The receiving circuit resistance R is a function of frequency
because of eddy currents and proximity effect within the 500-turn
winding of AWG No. 39 wire. The connection used to determine R as a
function of frequency is shown in figure A-4.

The procedure involved adjusting Cx to obtain Im(Y ) = 0 (i.e.,

parallel resonance) at several frequencies in the 114-to 188-kHz range.

This was accomplished in each case by adjusting the frequency of the

signal generator so that the phase angle of EB was zero.

68K

FIX ED
R RECEIVING I

EAEa CIRCUIT -L 192 pfE A YE A

TERMINALS 35mH

Figure A-4. Connection for determining R5.
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The following relationships were then used to determine RS

y =y +

YB YS +YC (A-3)

YS =/RS+jL (A-4)

- [p2 + (WL) 2] -jwL/ [R2 + (wL)2]

where L T L' 3.5 il, as described above. At parallel resonance,

W L/[R2 + (wL) 2] w (C + C)(A)

so that

YB S

(i.e., since the sum of the imaginary components of Y8  0)

and

E t2 + (wL)1] /R' Z. (A-6)

but,

ZB =68 K (EB/E)/[- (EB/EA) A7

Note at resonance E /E is real.
B A

Then, multiplying the results of equations (A-5) and (A-G),

wAL/ [2+ ((,)L) 21 X R + (wL) 21/RSI = wC Z13' (A-8)

where C C + C gives

RS w/C (A-91

or

'S LS + 8K(E B/E A)/ [1 (B/E i]
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The values of RS were plotted at several points in frequency.
Other values of RS throughout the frequency range were taken from a
straight-line fit through the points. The straight-line approximation
was later justified by the consistency of the results of the mutual
inductance and voltage transfer (E /Ei ) calculations.

out in
A-4. Voltage Transfer Measurements Eout/Ein

The voltage transfer measurements Eout/Ein were obtained with the
connection in figure A--2. The measurement accuracy of the
Hewlett-Packard 3575A phase meter was approximately 2 dB for the
Eout/Ein measurement and 5 degrees for the phase angle measurements.

I * !
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APPENDIX B--NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF AN ELECTROMAGNETIC PROBLEM

By 0. R. Cruzan

In general, the determination of the diffraction field of a

perfectly conducting body located near a primary electromagnetic source

presents almost insurmountable analytical difficulties. These arise,

in some cases, from the number of boundaries on which boundary

conditions must be satisfied, the number of partial fields that must be

related to each other, and, in other cases, to the gross irregularities

of the surface.

An alternate method of solving such problems is by what is known as

a theoretic-numeric technique. This method has proven successful for

bodies of various sizes and shapes.1,2,3,4  In this method the surface

of the body is subdivided by a grid system. The surface current over

each elemental area or grid is assumed to be uniform.

Now, the magnetic field produced by a surface current is given by

the formula,

i ds (B-l)
S

Alternatively, this formula can be written as

j L. 4 f f(r) J × ix dS (B-2)

where

f(r) = - (- + j $) -jkr (B-3)

1R.L. Tanner and M.G. Andreason, "Numerical Solution of
Electromagnetic Problems," IEEE Spectrum, 4, No. 9 (1967), pp 53-61.

-'F.K. Oshiro, K.M. Mitzner and R.G. Cross, "Scattering From Finite

Cylinders by Source Distribution Techniques," Proc. of GISAT Symposium
(2nd) vol II, Oct (1967), pp 57-70.

3J. Goldhirsh, ).L. Knepp and R.J. Doviak, "Radiation From a Dipole
Near a Conducting Cylinder of Finite Length," IEEE Trans on

Electromagnetic Compatability, EMC-12, No. 3, Aug (19?0), pp 96-105.

"A.H. Cherin and J. Goldhirsh, "Impedance and Far Field
Characteristics of a Linear Antenna Near a Conducting Cylinder," IEEE

1rans on Electromagneti- Compatibility, EMC-14, No. 3, Aug (1973), pp
110-117.
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In these formulas Hs is the scattered field, is is the surface current,
r is the distance from the current J to a point of observation, 1 is
a unit vector whose direction is parallel to that of P, k is the
propagation constant of free space, S is the total surface area of the
scattering body, and dS is the differential of surface area.

Let Hs be the total scattered magnetic field due to the surface
current except for that of an elemental area. The magnetic field
in space Hl is the sum of the primary field Hp, due to the source, and
the scattered field H', due to the surface current j'. Thus,

s s

H T1= + H'. (B-4)
t p

Now at the surface of the elemental area, Hl will be the incident
magnetic field. From a consideration of the electrogmagnetic fields in
the presence of a conducting body, it can be shown that as the
conductivitiy of the body becomes infinite, the tangential components
of the incident and reflected magnetic fields at the surface become
equal; that is,

fx i s- f • (B-5)

The boundary condition for the magnetic field at the surface of a
perfect conductor is

S + =(B-r6)

where i is the unit vector normal to the surface. In view of

equation (B-5) we get from equation (B-6)

n × Jjt J5/2 ' (B-7)

since 11 Ht and J4 Js, as the elemental area approaches zero.

Using equations (B-2) and (B-4) with (B-7), we get

,6 x Hp + 1 f(r) 5s x ir dS] (B-8)

'2i
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If we denote by i the number of the grid at whose center the
surface current is to be determined, and by n the number of a source
grid, then, in view of the assumption of uniform current over a grid,
the integral in equation (B-8) may be replaced by a summation; thus we
get

i = 1,2,3 . N (B--
X(E H n 2 ni xHPi '

i = 1 ,2 ,3 . .N (B-9)

where

-f fIr. J dS (B-10)
in 4i Sn n rin n

Here

n. is the normal unit vector at the center of the ith grid,1

is the primary field at the center of the ith grid,pi

SJ. is the surface current density at the center of the ith
grid,

? is the surface current density at the center of the nth
grid,

r. is the distance from a point of the nth grid to the
center of the ith grid,

inn is the unit vector having the direction of i

f (rin) is the function given in equation (1B-3) connecting grids
i and n,

S is the area of the nth grid.

Since the surface current over each grid may be decomposed into two
Y j orthogonal components, then equation (B-9) results in 2 N simultaneous

equiations in 2 N unknowns--the unknowns being the surface current
components over the grids.

After the J's have been determined, equation (B-1) is used to
obtain the scattered field. This field, together with the primary
field, combined according to equation (B-4), gives the total magnetic
field at a point of observation.
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A problem for which the theoretical-numerical technique may be
applicable is that of a perfectly conducting tube of finite length
containing an axial slot. The primary electromagnetic field is
provided by a circular, current-bearing loop. The loop dnd the tube
are coaxial. This system is illustrated in figure B-1. Also
illustrated in the same figure are a grid system that is appropriate to
the technique, and several of the elements involved in the evaluation
of the field. These elements are the surface current in at the center
of the nth grid, the distance r. from the center of the nth grid to a

in
point of the ith grid, the unit vector irin that is parallel to the
direction of F. , and the unit vector ^h. that is normal to the surface

inI
at the center of the ith grid. The dots in the centers of the grids
indicate the positions at which the surface currents are to be
determined.

CURRENT BEARING LOOPiri

Figure B-1. Grid system for theoretic-numeric
technique.

2
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